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Abstract. The forward-backward asymmetry of the process e+e --+ Z --+ bb has been measured using events collected by the DELPHI experiment during the 1991 and 1992 LEP runs. This data sample corresponded to 884 000 hadronic Z decays at a centre-of-mass energy x/~ ~ Mz . The tagging of b-quark events was performed using two approaches; the first was based on the semileptonic decay channels b --+ X + # and b ---+ X + e, the second used a lifetime tag with jet-charge reconstruction. The results of these two methods were combined to give AbbB = 0.107 4-0.01 l(stat. + syst. + mixing).
With the semileptonic sample, the forward-backward asymmetry of the process e+e ----* Z ~ c~ was also measured to be
The effective value of the Weinberg mixing angle derived from these measurements was sin2OZeP~ = 0.2294 4-0.0021. ejj in this effective quantity. The forward-backward asymmetry in Z --+ bb events has a high sensitivity to sin 2 Oef f. f
Therefore the precise knowledge of A~ allows an accurate test of the Standard Model.
In this paper, a measurement of A~ at LEP with the DELPHI detector using events collected in 1991 and 1992 is presented. Two independent techniques were followed to perform this measurement. The first used the semileptonic decays of the b-quark into muons and electrons, exploiting the charge correlation between the parent b-quark and the decay lepton. Similar analyses have been previously published, by DELPHI using muonic events collected in 1990 [l] , and by other LEP experiments [2, 3, 4] . The second approach exploits a decay tag using a high-resolution vertex detector to select an enriched B-sample, and was used in [5] . The original b-quark charge was obtained using a hemisphere jet-charge algorithm. In both approaches, the thrust axis of the event [6] was used to approximate the original b-quark direction.
Event selection

The DELPHI detector
Introduction
For the reaction e+e -~ Z ~ bb, the distribution of the bquark angle Ob relative to the e-direction can be expressed Higher-order radiative corrections modify the tree-level relations. The electro-weak corrections can be accounted for using an analogous relation for A bb , but with modified couplings 9 5f for the fermions, and an effective value off of the Weinberg angle defined by
where qy is the electric charge of the fermion. All the effects due to the top-quark and Higgs-boson masses are contained
The reference frame used in the present analysis has the zaxis along the beam direction and oriented with the incoming e-. The polar angle 0 is defined with respect to the z-axis, and the azimuthal angle r in the Re plane perpendicular to the beam.
The DELPHI detector has been described in detail elsewhere [7] . Only those components which were used in this analysis are discussed here. The tracking of charged particles was accomplished with a set of cylindrical tracking detectors whose axes were oriented along the 1.23 T magnetic field and the direction of the beam. The Vertex Detector (VD), located nearest to the LEP interaction region, consisted of three concentric layers of silicon microstrip detectors at average radii of 6.3 cm, 8.8 cm, and 10.9 cm covering the central region of the DELPHI apparatus at polar angles 0 between 27 ~ and 153 ~ A beryllium beam pipe with a radius of 5.5 cm was installed in 1991, which allowed the innermost layer of silicon microstrip detectors to be added at a radius of 6.3 cm. Outside the VD between radii of 12 cm and 28 cm was the Inner Detector (ID), which was composed of a jet chamber giving up to 24 measurements in the Re plane. The VD and ID were surrounded by the main DEL-PHI tracking device, the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), which provided up to 16 space points between radii of 30 cm and 122 cm. The Outer Detector (OD) at a radius of 198 cm to 206 cm consisted of five layers of drift cells. In the forward regions two sets of tracking chambers, at i 160 cm and + 270 cm in z, completed the charged-particle reconstruction at low angle. The average momentum resolution of the tracking system was measured to be ~p/p = 0.001 p (p in GeV/c), in the polar region between 30 ~ and 150 ~ After the alignment corrections had been applied, the resolution of the extrapolation to the event vertex was measured using high-momentum muons from Z ~ #+#-events. The value of (26 + 2) #m [8] for the asymptotic charged-particle track extrapolation error was obtained.
The muon identification relied mainly on the muon chambers, a set of drift chambers with three-dimensional information situated at the periphery of DELPHI after approximately 1 m of iron. One set of chambers was located 20 cm before the end of the hadronic calorimeter, two further sets of chambers being outside. In the Barrel part of the detector ( I cos 01 < 0.63) there were three layers each including two active planes of chambers. The two external layers overlap in azimuth to avoid dead spaces. In the Forward part, the inner and outer layers consisted of two planes of drift chambers with anode wires crossed at right angles. The resolution was 1.0 cm in z and 0.2 cm in Re for the Barrel part and 0.4 cm for the Forward one. Near 90 ~ to the beam, there were 7.5 absorption lengths between the interaction point and the last muon detector.
The electromagnetic calorimeter in the barrel region (I cos 01 < 0.73) was the High density Projection Chamber (HPC), situated inside the superconducting coil. The detector had a thickness of 17.5 radiation lengths and consisted of 144 modules arranged in 6 rings along z, each module was divided into 9 drift layers separated by lead. It provided three-dimensional shower reconstruction. In the forward region (0.80 < I cos01 < 0.98) the electromagnetic calorimeter FEMC consisted of two 5-meter diameter disks with a total of 9064 lead-glass blocks in the form of truncated pyramids, arranged almost to point towards the interaction region.
The sample of hadronic events
For the reconstruction of the hadronic events, the following selection was applied: Charged-particle tracks were required to have:
1. a polar angle such that [cos01 < 0.93; 2. a track length between the first and last measured point larger than 30 cm; 3. an impact parameter in Re less than 5 cm and in Izl less than 10 cm; 4. a momentum p greater than 0.2 GeV/c with a relative error -% less than 1. Hadronic events were selected which contained:
1. at least 7 accepted charged particles;
2. a total measured energy of these charged particles (assuming pion masses) larger than 0.15 v/-s;
The ~-+7--and photon-photon final states remaining after the energy and multiplicity cuts represented a negligible fraction of the selected sample (below 0.1%).
Only the data collected near the Z peak (91.27 + 0.2) GeV were used in tile present analysis corresponding to a sample of 689 000 (195 000) hadronic events respectively for the 1992 (1991) data.
The JETSET 7.3 model [9] was used to generate Monte Carlo events. The Lund symmetric fragmentation function [9] described the hadronisation of the u, d, s quarks while the fragmentation of heavy quarks, c and b, was parameterised by a Peterson function [10] . In this analysis, the simulated events were reweighted to match the most recently measured values. The corresponding fragmentation parameters and the semi-leptonic branching ratios used are given in section 3.2. The response of the DELPHI detector to the generated events was simulated using the program DELSIM [11] . For most of the studies presented below, samples of 466 000 simulated events for 1992 and 171 000 events for 1991 were used.
A~ measurement using leptons
The main kinematical variable used to measure the flavour composition of the leptonic events was the transverse momentum of the lepton with respect to the closest jet. The value of this variable depends on the jet reconstruction algorithm. Jets were reconstructed using the JADE algorithm 2 [12] with a scaled invariant mass cut Yc~t = E~ j _> 0.01.
vz~.
Charged and neutral particles were used for the jet reconstruction. The transverse momentum, Pt, of the lepton is defined as the momentum transverse to the jet axis when the lepton is excluded from the jet definition. Leptons having an angle greater than 90 ~ with this jet axis were rejected. When the lepton was the only particle in the jet, it was associated to the closest jet in the same hemisphere, defined by the plane perperdicular to the thrust axis at the production point. If the lepton was the only particle of the hemisphere, its Pt was set to O. This algorithm was chosen so as to optimise the sample purity and showed good agreement between data and predictions from simulation.
To ensure a good determination of the jet and thrust polar angle OT, the analysis was limited to events with ICOS0T[ < 0.9 for the # sample. As electrons were only identified in the barrel region, a cut I cOS0TI < 0.7 was applied in that case to avoid artificially enriching the sample with events with high sphericity. Events with more than one lepton candidate were used once per candidate. This approach reduces the efficiency dependence of the result. It has been checked that there is a negligible difference between the statistical precision obtained by this method and by the one using only one lepton candidate per event.
Lepton identification
3.1.1 Muon sample. Muon candidates were identified using the muon chambers. The tracks found in the central detectors define a road along which hits in the muon chambers were searched for. The identification algorithm was described extensively in [13] . Muon candidates with momentum above 3 GeV/c and in the region of good geometrical acceptance were selected. It was required that 0.03 < Icos0ul < 0.6 or 0.68 < Icos 0~, I < 0.93 where 0 r was the muon polar angle. The efficiency of the muon identification for this sample was estimated to be (86.44-0.3)% in the simulation.
The identification efficiency for muons was checked in Z --~ #+#-, Z --+ 7-+7 --and 77 --+ #+#-events. The ratio of the efficiencies in the data and in the simulation was (97.94-0.5)% above 35 GeV/c and (96.24-2.5)% below 35 GeV/c with a small 0 dependence. Corrections were made for these efficiency discrepancies between data and simulation. To determine from the data the efficiency of the identification algorithm in hadronic events, the number of reconstructed J/~ events was measured, requesting that one or two muons be identified. An efficiency of (86.84-4.0)% was found while the simulation predicted a value of (86.2• From these studies, the relative uncertainty on the efficiency was estimated to be :L3%.
Since the difference between the number of positive and negative particles was computed in small 0 intervals, the sensitivity to the efficiency was small, but to extract the Abb,exp experimental b-quark asymmetry, ~F~ from the observed asymmetry, the correct description of the fraction of background in the sample was needed. The contamination from misidentified hadrons arose partly from the decay of pions and kaons, but mostly from high-energy hadrons which interacted deep in the calorimeter and generated 'punch-through'. The decays of 7-particles into three pions were used to check that the rate of pion misidentification was properly estimated by the simulation program. For example, in the 1992 data sample, the fraction of misidentified pions obtained was (0.92• while it was (0.834-0.08)% in the simulation. The same conclusion was obtained with a pion sample coming from K~ decays.
To monitor the description of the background, the number of muon candidates normalized to the number of hadronic Z decays was compared between data and simulation in different kinematical regions. The high-p, high-pt region was used to define an overall efficiency, while the low-p, lowPt region, highly sensitive to the background level, allowed a fine control of the background description. The results found were compatible with the previously mentioned efficiency difference between data and simulation. The shape of the data distributions were seen to be compatible with the background level predicted by the simulation. A systematic error of 4-15% has been attributed to the estimated hadronic background.
Most of the high momentum particles genarating the 'punch-through' were correlated in sign with the initial quark of the event. The tracks involved in this charge correlation are mostly kaons coming from e+e ---+ Z ~ bb (b ~ c --~ s),e+e -~Z ~c~(c--,s) ore+e -~Z --+ s~ events. The simulation was used to estimate the contribution of the fake muons to the observed asymmetry as described in section 3.3.
Another important point for this analysis is that the correct charge be assigned to the particles. For charged particles Taking into account all selections applied to the muon sample (hadronic selection, track selection, angular and momentum selection), a total identification efficiency of (46+1)% was estimated for muons coming from direct b semi-leptonic decay. The comparison between the data and the shape predicted by the simulation for the p and Pt spectra is presented for the muon sample on figures 1 and 2, and on figures 3 and 4 for the electron sample (see following subsection). The corresponding cos 07 distributions are shown on figures 5 and 6. 
Electron sample. Electron candidates were identified
by combining the electromagnetic shower information from the HPC with the track ionization measured by the TPC. The probability of the electron hypothesis was computed by comparing the track and shower parameters (momentumenergy, coordinates), monitoring the longitudinal shower development and comparing the energy loss by ionization inside the TPC with the electron hypothesis. To ensure a good detector acceptance and a reasonable background level, candidates were selected with p > 3 GeV/c and 0.03 < Icos 0~ [ < 0.70. The efficiency of the electron identification for this sample was estimated to be (56.4+0.3)% in the simulation.
A sizeable fraction of these electrons originate from photon conversions in the detector. These were discarded by rejecting all track pairs which formed a secondary vertex and whose invariant mass was compatible with zero. The rejection efficiency for these conversion electrons was estimated as 70% and in the simulation only 3% of electrons from b semileptonic decays were rejected. A 20% uncertainty in the number of electrons originating from converted photons and left in the final sample was estimated by a comparison of the data and the simulation in the low-p, low-pt kinematical domain where this source is dominant.
A study of electrons from Compton and Z ~ T%--events showed that the efficiency was lower in the data than in the simulation with a ratio of (92+2)% which has been corrected for.
The background was checked with pions from K ~ decay and the probability of misidentification was found to be (0.60• in the data, compatible with the prediction from the simulation.
A further check of the sample was performed using the two independent means of electron identification provided by the HPC shower measurement and by the track ionization in the TPC, following the method described in reference [13] . A misidentification probability of (0.59• was obtained. Taking into account all the selections applied on the electron sample (hadronic selection, track selection, angular and momentum selection), a total identification efficiency of (23+1)% was estimated for electrons coming from b semileptonic decay. The comparison between the data and the simulation shape for the p and pt spectra is presented for the electron sample in figures 3 and 4, the cos OT distribution is in figure 6 .
From these studies the relative error on the electron efficiency was estimated to be • The relative error on the contamination from converted photons and mis-identified hadrons was taken to be •
Lepton sample composition
Several channels lead to leptons in the final state, as shown in table 1.
Processes of the first group in table 1 represent the signal. They give final-state leptons with the same sign as the initial b-quarks and are denoted by the weight fb.
The total observed asymmetry is given by 
where fb is the weighted sum over the first 4 processes of table 1 and ~x-bc c bg f~A~B is the contribution of the other processes to the o~served asymmetry.
Assuming the fixed relation between A~ -"~/tbb'exp ~u~u ~ given by the electroweak couplings in the framework of the Standard Model gives: • 0.003 and 0.171 + 0.014 respectively were taken. The errors correspond to the precision currently reached at LEP on these quantities [16] .
The fractions of c6 and bb produced in the Z decay.
The value of the beauty semileptonic branching ratio.
The variation of the sample composition as a function of the kinematical cuts is sensitive to the lepton spectra in the B rest frame. Two decay models were considered to study this systematic effect (following the work done by CLEO [17] ). The first is based on the ISGW model of Isgur et al [18] , with the fraction of D** fixed to 32% as fitted by CLEO [17] (ISGW** model). The second model considered is the one developed by Altarelli et al. [19] (ACCMM model).
The latest LEP results [2, 20, 21, 22] for the semileptonic branching ratio of B decays were used, giving the two sets of numbers quoted in the second column of table 2.
Abb'exp and A~B given in this analy-
The central value for ~,FB sis will be the mean of the results corresponding to these two models with a systematic error estimated as half of the difference. For each model, the corresponding set of measured parameters (shown in table 2) were used to take correctly into account the correlations between the different measured parameters.
The relative contribution of leptons from cascade decays.
The b -~ e ---+ l + branching ratio was extracted from the same LEP analyses as b ---+-1 [2, 20, 21, 22] . The LEP averages used in this analysis are quoted in the third column of table 2. From the numbers given by CLEO [17] , it is possible (as described in reference [13] ) to extract a branching ratio for b ~ c ~ l + of 8.5% and for b ~ g ~ l-a value of 0.9%. The errors on these evaluations are large given the extrapolation of the b sample composition from the T(4S) to the Z. As no experimental result from LEP is available for b ~ ~ --~ l-, the value 0.9% was used with an error of i 0.5%.
The value of the charm semileptonic branching ratio.
For c 7-4 l the value of 9.5 i 0.9% from ARGUS [23] was used. To describe the lepton spectra in the D decays a fit to the DELCO [24] and MARKIII [25] data was performed with the ACCMM model giving a set of ACCMM parameters, namely the mass (m~) of the quark produced in the e decay and the Fermi momentum (p f) of the spectator quark. To take into account the effects of the knowledge of the lepton spectra in the D rest frame, the approach proposed by the LEP-electroweak group [26] was used: two other sets of ACCMM parameters, corresponding to a one standard deviation variation, were considered to estimate the systematic error and will be used in section 3. Abb,exp
The X 2 fit uj x'-I FB
A binned fit of the observed charge asymmetry as a function of cos 0T was performed. In each bin i of the space 1 (cos 0T, Pl, Pt) an asymmetry was measured :
AObS,i N-(i) -N+(i) FB = N-(i) + N+(i)
where N~:(/) is the number of data events with lepton charge sign + or -in the bin i. A X 2 minimization was then perAbb'exp The formed over the bins to obtain the asymmetry ~ ~FB -?l 2 was defined by Table 2 . Branching ratios and fragmentation parameters used in this analysis. These numbers correspond to the mean, extracted in the same way as in [20] , of LEP results from [2, 21, 22] Model dependence of the asymmetry. 
averaged over the full p, pt spectrum. As noted in section 3.1.1, the simulation predicts a charge correlation between the initial quark and 'punch-through' tracks with high p,
Pt. For this reason "'FB must be known in each P, pt bin.
To optimize the estimation of dbg'i in the simulation, the ~FB charge correlation between a background track and the initial quark was evaluated and, for each quark species, this correlation was combined with the corresponding quark forwardbackward asymmetry. The Standard Model forward-backward asymmetries for the different quark species have been estimated by ZFITIER with the same parameters as in section (6) 3.2. The background asymmetry can be written number of background particles with the same or opposite charge sign as the initial quark.
Ab9,i
For a given simulated sample the precision reached on, ~FB with equation (6) is improved by a factor ~ 10 in comparison with that from equation (5), as no statistical error has to be considered on A~B. The results obtained are listed in table 3. The # and e data sets have been split according to the year of data taking to allow for changes in the detector. For each of these four samples the binning was adapted to obtain ,,o 200 events per data bin. A negligible dependence of the result with the number of bins in COS OT,pl,pt was observed. When the bin size is too wide in Pt the precision of the result deteriorates, as the leptons from b-quark decay Table 3 . Background contribution to the observed asymmetry as estimated by simulation using equation (6) multivariate analysis [30] , two other variables (the fraction of the jet momentum carried by the lepton and the angle between the lepton and the closest charged-particle track with momentum above 1 GeV/c) were combined with p and Pt to improve the separation between teptons from b --+ 1 and leptons from other sources. All of these approaches gave compatible results within their statistical and systematical accuracy. The results obtained with the binned X 2 fit are quoted in table 4. This method was chosen since it gives a good compromise between the statistical precision reached and the amount of input needed for the description of the sample composition.
A two-parameter fit was also performed to measure AbFbB 'exp and A~ simultaneously, giving: 
Systematic uncertainties
Production and Decay models of b and c quarks.The
parameters involved in the determination of the composition fractions fx were varied as described in section 3.2.
The dependence on the lepton spectrum model in b --+ l decay was computed by considering the ISGW** and AC-CMM models with the corresponding measured branching ratio and fragmentation (shown in table 2). The half difference between the results obtained with these two models was used as an estimate of the 'b-quark decay model' systematic uncertainty and the mean used in the derivation of the quoted asymmetry. The results for the different models are shown in table 5.
The part of the systematic error reflecting the current precision on the parameters of b-and c-quarks production and decay was 4-0.0021. This number corresponds to the top part of table 6.
Lepton identification and background.
As explained in section 3.1, the lepton efficiency and the contamination were varied independently. Due to the method developed to extract the asymmetries, the sensitivity to the efficiency was negligible. A correlation between the background values in the 1991 and 1992 samples can be expected. The contamination was therefore varied at the same time for both data sets. The variation of the background and efficiency by the amounts given in section 3.1 changed the asymmetry by +0.0019.
Background asymmetry.
The contribution of the background to the observed asymmetry was estimated from the simulation. Due to a cancellation between the kinematical domains, dominated in one instance by leptons from charm semi-leptonic decays and in the other by leptons from beauty semi-leptonic decays, the background asymmetry introduced Abb'exp in the one paramea correction of only ,-~ 0.0009 to ~ ~FB ter fit. The background correlated in charge with the initial quark was high in the kinematical region where charm decays were important (intermediate P,Pt), therefore the impact on the measured charm asymmetry was large. To estimate the systematic error coming from this correction, the background asymmetry obtained from the simulation was varied by i 50 %.
Reconstruction effects, binning.The systematic error
coming from the thrust axis reconstruction was estimated using the simulation. The effect was found to be lower than 0.0007. To completely describe the charged-track and neutral-cluster energy a slight smearing was applied in the simulation. The corresponding changes in the Pt reconstrucAbb,exp tion induced variations of • on FB 9 To check the stability of the method, the number of events per bin was varied between 80 and 300 and, for a given number of events per bin, the bin boundaries were changed. The observed change was considered as the systematic uncertainty due to the variation of the sample composition resulting from the bin definition. 
AbgB = O.104 iO.O13(stat.)+O.OO4(syst.)+O.OO3(mixing).
The value of AF~ obtained from the lepton sample is:
The total correlation between A~% and Ab~ in the twoparameter fit (considering the statistical, systematical and mixing errors) was 0.19. The Ab~ value and errors, at the precision given here, were the same for the one-and the two-parameter fits.
AbbB measurement using a lifetime tag
In this section a measurement of A~B is presented which is based on an inclusive lifetime tag of B-hadrons. Because of the finite lifetime of such hadrons, charged particles originating from their decay have large impact parameters. This quantity was defined as the distance 6 of closest approach between the charged-particle track and the Z production point. 6 was given a positive sign if the particle intersected the jet axis in front of the interaction point along the jet direction and a negative sign otherwise. In the present analysis the event vertex, defined as the point from which primary particles emerge, was fitted on an event-by-event basis [31] and was assumed to represent the Z production point. Best sensitivity to lifetime effects was obtained using the significance S, defined as the ratio between ~5 and its estimated error. This approach allowed an almost totally inclusive tag of bl) events, because 6 depended mainly on the lifetime rather than on other B-hadron production and decay features, such as fragmentation, B-hadron spectroscopy and decay modes.
The Vertex Detector provided a very precise measurement of 6 in the plane perpendicular to the colliding beams. Charged-particle tracks produced in the primary interaction had a non-zero impact parameter due only to resolution effects with positive or negative values being equally likely, while the decay products of long lived hadrons mostly had positive values of & The negative part of the impact parameter distribution was therefore assumed to be due to ex-perimental resolution effects. The analysis was performed for events having leosOTI < 0.70 in order to match the acceptance of the Vertex Detector, and all efficiencies in the following will be referred to this angular region.
For this inclusive approach, the determination of the charge of the parent quark was not as direct as in the leptonic analysis. A statistical reconstruction of the charge of the original fermion was performed by using a jet-charge algorithm in the two event hemispheres, defined by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis at the Z production point.
The analysis based on this method used the data collected by the DELPHI experiment during 1992. The different parts of the analysis described are the tag of bb events, the determination of the hemisphere charge and the extraction of the forward-backward asymmetry.
B Enrichment
The probability method originally proposed by ALEPH [32] was used for the enrichment of b-flavour events in hadronic decays of Z. It was assumed that the negative part of the significance distribution d]d not contain any lifetime information and was therefore representative of the experimental resolution. The significance probability density function f(S) for primary charged-particle tracks was then obtained by symmetrizing the negative part of the S distribution. The probability F(So) that a single track with S > So has originated from the primary vertex is:
By definition, F(So) has a flat distribution for primary charged particles while for particles from the secondary vertices the distribution F(So) peaks at low probabilities.
For a group of N tracks with positive significance, a tagging variable F~ was defined as follows:
i=1 F~ represented the probability that for this group all particles were produced at the primary interaction point. This variable behaves as a cumulative probability with a flat distribution between 0 and 1, provided all tracks used are uncorrelated. Figure 9 shows the distributions of F~ for different flavours in simulated events. The distribution of F~ for light quarks is approximately flat, while for b-quarks it has a sharp peak at low values. In the construction of the resolution function described above, f(S), the anti-b cut F~ > 0.1 was used to suppress the residual contribution of tracks from the decays of B-hadrons. Detailed studies on simulated events showed that this cut reduced the fraction of b-events in the sample to 6.5 %. /?-enrichment could be achieved by selecting events in which samples of charged-particle tracks with positive significance yielded low-probability values, computed using . Event probability in simulated events /~ for tracks with positive significance for a) light quark events, b) charm-quark events and c) b-quark events (7) . In this analysis two probabilities FH were obtained for each event using separately the particles in the two hemispheres. The event was selected if, at least in one hemisphere, FH was lower than a _given cut. The B purity PB was defined as the fraction of bb events in the selected sample, and the B efficiency EB was the probability of selecting a bb event with this enrichment procedure. Both the purity and the efficiency were derived using data, by counting the number of selected hemispheres (NI) and the number of events in which at least one hemisphere was selected (N2) for a given FH cut, then the following equations were written:
where:
Ntot was the total number of selected hadronic events; Rbg and Rqq were the fractions of bb and non-bb events respectively after hadronic event selection: they were evaluated using simulated events and the value of -Pbb used in the lepton analysis; -eb (eq) was the probability to tag a hemisphere for a bb (non-bb) event;
! -the conditional probability e b to tag a hemisphere when the other has been tagged was expressed in terms of the / coefficients Pb (Pq) for a bb (non-bb) event as e b = eb Pb.
For simplicity all non-bb events were grouped into one single category. This approximation, quite crude for cO. events, was nevertheless sufficient for the purposes of this analysis. In this notation the purity and efficiency per event of the Benrichment were given by: The values of EB and PB were evaluated from data in a way which minimized the dependence on simulation. Two different methods were followed to solve the equations (8):
(a) pq and eq were taken from simulation and Pb and eb were considered as unknowns; (b) Pb and Pq were taken from simulation and eb and eq were considered as unknowns.
This procedure was repeated for several values of the cut on FH and the results are reported in Table 7 . For each choice of FH, the PB and EB values obtained from the two methods were averaged and their half-difference was taken as the systematic uncertainty. The corresponding statistical error and the additional uncertainties due to experimental errors on Z hadronic partial widths were evaluated and are negligible.
The selection FH < 0.01 was found to give the best compromise between efficiency and purity for the measurement of A~ and was used for the present analysis. It corresponded to PB = 0.77-t-0.03 and EB = 0.43• The non b flavours were assumed to be in the proportion predicted by Monte Carlo simulation. The sample composition after B enrichment is shown in Table 8 .
The hemisphere charge determination
The quark charge was identified by means of the jet charge variable [33] , which partly retains the quark charge information in hadronic events. The two hemisphere jet charges were defined as:
where T was the thrust unit vector, q~ the particle charge, Pi the particle momentum and the exponent k is a positive number. QF(B) referred to the forward (backward) hemisphere. To ensure good charge sensitivity, events were accepted only if they:
did not contain any charged particle with reconstructed momentum > 50 GeV/c; had at least 4 reconstructed charged-particle tracks both in the forward and in the backward hemispheres; had a sum of reconstructed charged-particle momenta greater than 3 GeV/c in each hemisphere separately.
As described in [34] , a weighting technique, not relying on the simulation, was applied to the jet charge algorithm to compensate for the excess of positively charged particles induced by secondary interactions of hadrons with matter.
The b-quark direction was approximated with the thrust axis. As the charge of the b-quark is negative, the hemisphere with lower jet charge was assigned to it. Simulated events were used to study the probability (75 that this orientation of the b-quark was correct. Using simulation the value of the exponent k was tuned to optimize the probability Cb of correct charge assignment in bb events: k = 0.5 was chosen. The hemisphere charge distributions for data and simulated events are shown in figure 10(a) . The disagreement between the width of the two distributions amounts to less than 1.5% and was verified to have no effect in the present analysis. The stability of CD with respect to ICOSOT] was studied on simulated events and the variation of Cb as a function of IcosOTI is shown in figure 10(b) . No significant variation is observed over the range leosOTI < 0.70. Table 9 Therefore Qz• could be written as:
where fi,/=l,6 indicates the relative fraction of category i, )l = 0.115 4-0.011 is the average mixing parameter at LEP [14] . The equations (9) could be inverted to give Qb(5) from which Cb was derived. The hemisphere charge distributions ,~& were derived from simulation as well as the fractions fi of lepton sample composition. By varying the cut on the Pt of the selected lepton different compositions could be achieved. The distributions Qb(g) obtained from the muon sample with Pt > 1.6 GeV/c are shown in figure ll(a).
In principle a correction factor crag should be applied to take into account the decrease of Cb in the B-enriched sample because the lifetime tag selected higher decay times, thus increasing the fraction of mixed B-hadrons. The effect was studied with simulated events and no significant change was observed. The lepton sample with Pt > 1.6 GeV/c was found to give the best compromise between statistical and systematic uncertainty, the result was:
As a consistency check the probability Cb was also evaluated for different Pt intervals of the leptonic sample. The results obtained separately with the muon and the electron samples are shown in figure 1 l(b) .
The systematic uncertainties on the Cb determination reflect mainly the uncertainties on the lepton sample composition, as in the previous analysis. The detailed list is shown in 
Results
The total sample of hadronic events collected during 1992 was subjected to the event selection, B-enrichment and hemisphere-charge determination. The charge-signed angular distribution for selected events was corrected for the angular acceptance of the microvertex detector by using the fraction of selected events as function of the IcosOTI, which is shown in figure 12 . This angular distribution was parameterised with a 4-degree polynomial function and the result of the fit is shown on the same figure. The experimental cosOT distribution was signed assuming that the lower (higher) hemisphere charge corresponded to the negatively (positively) charged fermion, namely:
and the final distribution of cosO is shown in figure 13 . A X2-fit was performed on this distribution over the angular region [cosOI < 0.70, to evaluate, according to equation (1), the asymmetry parameter. The result was:
Prob(x 2) = 0.09. 
Consistency checks and systematic uncertainties
The possibility of a eosO dependence of the B-enrichment procedure was studied by repeating the fit in different angular regions. The results are reported in table 11. No significant variations were observed. The analysis was repeated for different conditions of the tagging probability (PH = 0.1, 0.006), for different momentum powers (k = 0.2, 1.0) in the jet charge algorithm, and for two different momentum ranges (0.5 GeV/c < p < 50 GeV/c and 1 GeV/c < p < 50 GeV/c) of chargedparticle tracks included in the hemisphere charge evaluation to check its consistency. The analysis was also repeated for a different B-enrichment technique [36] in which at least 3 tracks in one hemisphere were required to have absolute impact parameter larger than 200#m. This enrichment provided a sample with B-purity of ,.o 0.70. The corresponding results are shown in table 12, where only the statistical errors on AF~ are reported. A larger systematic error is expected for the tagging condition PH = 0.10 because of the lower t3 enrichment of this sample. Table 12 . Consistency checks on A bg only the statistical uncertainty is FB ' reported. The systematic uncertainties are not obviously the same. In particular for the enrichment cut value FH < 0.100, due to the lower B-purity of the sample, a much bigger systematic uncertainty is expected Consistency check B enrichment with FH < 0.100 B enrichment with FH < 0.006 B enrichment of [36] QHemisphere with k=0. The different systematic uncertainties which affected this measurement could be separated into two categories, one affecting the B-enrichment procedure and the other the hemisphere charge determination. The following effects were considered for the first class: Using Z ~ hadronic decays detected in the DELPHI experiment at LEP, the following results for A~ have been obtained: It has a correlation of 0.15 with the combined AggB value. This value of A~ is compatible with the AgbB result within the Standard Model framework (as shown in figure 14) .
A Standard Model fit to the asymmetries obtained in this paper, taking into account their covariance matrix, has been performed using the program ZFITTER [15] . With Mz = 
